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April 15th, 2016
TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.

20th anniversary “Detective Conan: The Darkest Nightmare”
To be released on April 16 (Sat) in Toho cinemas!
～ 20th animated movie in the franchise ～
TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd (Head office: Nakano-ku, Tokyo; President: Yoshiharu Suzuki; “TMS”)
will release the 20th animated movie of Detective Conan “The Darkest Nightmare” based on
Detective Conan Character by Gosho Aoyama, on April 16 (Sat), 2016 in all Toho cinemas. The
movie is produced by TMS in collaboration with Shogakukan Inc. (Head office: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo;
President: Masahiro Ohga), Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (Head office: Osaka-shi, Osaka;
President: Norio Mochizuki), Nippon Television Network Corporation (Head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo;
President and CEO: Yoshio Okubo), Shogakukan-Shueisha Productions Co., Ltd. (Head office:
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President: Shinichiro Tsuzuki), and Toho Co., Ltd. (Head office: Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo; President: Yoshinari Shimatani).
◆ Official website of Detective Conan: The Darkest Nightmare ◆
http://www.conan-movie.jp
The movie is being released as part of 20th
anniversary year of the Detective Conan TV and
movie franchise. It features an unprecedented
showdown battle between the detectives VS the
Organization VS the FBI VS the Secret Police VS …!
Special guest, actress Yuki Amami, plays a major
role in the movie. Famous Japanese rock band, B’z,
write the theme song “The World Turns to Your
Color” to further enriches the movie's world view.

■ Synopsis
On a jet-black night, a spy breaks into the National
Police Agency to steal confidential data belonging to
several national intelligence agencies, including the
British MI6, German BDN, and American CIA and
FBI. Just before the spy can steal the data, Tohru
Amuro arrives with his secret police officers. The spy
makes a getaway in a stolen car, but Amuro catches
up on the highway. Before they are about to cause a
huge wreck, bullets from the rifle of the FBI's Shuichi
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Akai rip through the spy’s car, sending it careening off the highway and falling…
The next day, Conan and his friends meet up at the Tohto Aquarium, which is celebrating its reopening. Under the centerpiece of the park, a massive Ferris wheel, they find a good-looking
woman standing alone and injured. Conan notices that she has different-colored irises, also known
as "odd eyes".
However, the woman is suffering from memory loss so severe that she doesn't even know her own
name. The phone she is carrying is broken. Conan and his friends promise to stay with her and help
her recover her memory. In the shadows, Vermouth has overheard everything. Stepping back from
the scene, she takes out a silencer and after it is attached, speaks into the microphone: "That's what
I intend to do, Gin."
Dark memories open the door to the showdown battle!

Staff and cast members include director: Kobun Shizuno, screenwriter: Takeharu Sakurai, music:
Katsuo Ohno, main character Conan Edogawa: Minami Takayama, Ran Mori: Wakana Yamazaki,
Kogoro Mori: Rikiya Koyama, and other regular members.

As a member of the Committee, TMS will continue to focus on customer satisfaction and branding
for Detective Conan: The Darkest Nightmare, to make this movie version worthy of the memorial
year of the franchise's 20 years on TV and film.
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All Rights Reserved.

<For further information, please contact＞
TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.
TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd. International Sales & Licensing
E-mail:international@tms-e.co.jp
Shibata，International Licensing Division: Tel: 03-6382-7039 Fax: 03-5342-4827

